SMART CALLER
BLUELINE-ISM
WIRELESS CALL
SYSTEM
NURSE-CALL SOLUTIONS FOR
CLINICS & SUPPORTED RESIDENTIAL
ACCOMMODATION
FEATURES & BENEFITS
AUSTRALIAN DESIGN AND
MANUFACTURE

LONG-LIFE BATTERY OR
EXTERNAL POWER

Using latest technology and components

Large capacity button battery or 12v external input

COMPUTER OR COMPUTERLESS
OPTIONS

PORTABLE WIRELESS PENDANTS

Microprocessor or computer based systems

MULTI-TASKING CALL-POINTS

Long Range transmitters with necklace, wrist and
pocket clip accessories with Call, Cancel and Staff
Assist capability

Each with multiple wireless plus hard-wired inputs

WIDE RANGE OF SYSTEM ADD-ON
ACCESSORIES

CALL, CANCEL & ASSIST VIA 2 BUTTONS

Include wide choice of Paging, DECT, Smart-Phones,
Annunciators and other sub-systems as required

‘Staff Assist’ by pressing both call and cancel buttons

ANTIBACTERIAL/ANTIFUNGAL
CALL-BUTTONS
With Braille markings & back-lit (if externally powered)

HARDWIRED (IP) ALTERNATIVE
SOLUTIONS
Various combinations of overall technologies can include
ISM Wireless, IP hardwired and Bluetooth as required.

RECEPTION DESK SCREEN OPTION
Optional Screen Display/s with audible alerts.
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LATEST TECHNOLOGY BENEFITS
As major suppliers of call systems to SRS (VIC) and SRF
(SA) Supported Residential Accommodation we understand
both the common needs whilst also making available the
wide range of various accessories. Accordingly our systems
include the choice of wireless and/or hardwired technologies
with the further choice of both computer based and computerless system operation. There is also no practical limit to
system size which can range from one to several hundred
call-points.
The illustration below describes a typical low cost wireless
system with Paging and Annunciator Display capabilities. Smartphone text messaging and detailed call logging and reporting
would however, neces-sitate the computer option.

The flexible and economical BlueLine-ISM (Industrial, Scientific
& Medical) Long Range wireless system has been the most popular nurse-call solution for Clinics and Special Accommodation.
The system head-end equipment is supplied as a plug-and-play
operating system which is usually contained within a small and
attractive wall-mounting cabinet with lockable glass door. The
total system is typically installed within one day without the
need for costly cabling installation.
The wide range of wireless accessories include a wearable
wireless transmitter supplied with necklace, wrist strap and
pocket clip having Call, Cancel and Staff Assist or Duress signalling. Other accessories include wireless bed and chair-exit
sensors, door-watch alerting stations, inactivity sensors and
similar devices designed for Aged Care and NDIS applications.

INFECTION CONTROL
Because Smart-Caller is a major supplier of nurse call systems to Hospitals and Aged Care Facilities its range of
call-points and portable wireless pendants use push buttons that include Antibacterial/Antifungal treated silicon material
along with washable call-point front surfaces. The system therefore offers an extremely high level of infection control.

Specifications & illustrations are subject to change without notice
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